Vibrating Feeder
The vibrating feeder is used to transfer the large size materials and granular materials
from hopper to receiving device uniformly, periodically and continuously in the production
flow and to feed materials into the crusher continuously and uniformly also to screen the
materials in the sandstone production line.It is widely used to match the crushing and
sieving equipments in many industries including metallurgy, coal mine, mineral dressing,
building material, chemical, grinding, etc.

Vibrating feeder's capability and characteristic are:
It vibrates calmly, works reliably with a long life-span; its stimulating vibrancy power can
be adjusted, while the flux can be changed and controlled, it is convenient and stable to
adjust; Vibrating feeder's vibrating electrical engine is stimulating vibrancy fountain, with
low noise, low cost of electricity, and good adjusting capability, without rushing
phenomenon. Its structure is simple and works stably, and easy to adjust and install, and it
is convenient to maintain and take care for its light weight and small size, and it can avoid
powder and dust pollution when using the closed structural body.

Characteristics of Vibratory Feeder:
Smooth vibration, reliable operation, long service life, low noise, low power consumption,
easy to adjust, simple structure, easy to install, light weight, small volume, simple
maintenance.
Technical parameter:

Model

Feed chute Max.
Handling Power
Overall
size (mm) feeding capacity (kW) dimension (mm)

Weight
(including

size
(mm)

(t/h)

960×3800

500

120-210

11

3880×2240×1880

3980

GZD-1100×4200 1100×4200

580

200-430

15

4300×2450×2010

4170

GZD-1100×4900 1100×4900

580

280-500

15

4980×2450×2030

4520

GZD-1300×4900 1300×4900

650

450-600

22

4980×2705×2050

5200

GZD-960×3800

motor)
(kgs)

Notice: Any change of Vibrating Feeder technical data shall not be advised additionally.
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